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The Corporate Reporting Lab 
The Sixth Meeting of the Planning Committee 

Summary Minutes 
 

Date and Time: Thursday, May 16, 2013, 16:00–18:30 

Place: Main Conference Room, Business Policy Forum, Japan 

 

1. Report of survey on investors 

<Report> “Equity Spread and Value of Cash – To Improve the Evaluation of Corporate Value” 

 (Mr. Yanagi) 

・ROE is simple and easy to understand so many investors cite it as an important investment 

indicator. Because of this, ROE is suited for disclosure and dialogues with investors. In the long 

term, the total return of shareholders is converged on ROE. 

・On the other hand, regarding indicators for the corporate value assessment, “Equity Spread 

(Equity Spread = ROE－Shareholders' Equity Costs)”that can be conscious of the comparison with 

shareholders' equity costs could be better than ROE alone in terms of strategies for IR/SR with 

investors and shareholders. 

・Recent Nikkei Newspaper reported that Japan’s PBR (=ROE×PER) exceeds more than one but as 

stated in page 15, international comparison shows that the ROE of Japanese enterprises remains 

low in comparison with other developed nations. Thus, consciousness of ROE and shareholders' 

equity costs could be fostered at enterprises, with Equity Spread treated as KPI. 

・According to the results of the 2012 survey on investors, domestic institutional investors and 

overseas investors assumed their shareholders' equity costs as 6% and 7%, respectively, while 

the average of major business companies assumed them as 5%, 35% of which said that they did 

not know the level of shareholders' equity costs. 

・As factors that can reduce the equity costs of Japanese enterprises, the reform of management’s 

consciousness about capital costs and improvement of corporate governance were cited in the 

upper ranking of the response rate. 

・An experimental study of professor Suda of Waseda University shows that good-quality disclosure 

leads to the reduction of capital costs and a correlation is also found between IR scores and ROEs 

by type of industry. 

・According to the results of the survey conducted by Fernandez, global market players expect the 

risk premium of about 6%, and he considers that it is appropriate to add the 40-year government 

bond rate of 2%, the risk-free rate, to the 6% and set the shareholders’ equity cost as 8%. 

・While making clear their shareholders’ equity costs, enterprises should disclose advanced models 

for the assessment of corporate value and discuss investors on those models. 

・As a result of the survey on the assessment of narrow-defined cash on the BS, 55% of 

respondents said they make discounts, while in terms of the assessment of broad-defined cash, 

including cross-held shares, 75% answered that they make discounts. As a reason of such 
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discounts, the most common answer of investors was the distrust of the governance of Japanese 

enterprises. 

・Investors feel uneasy about the holding of excessive cash by enterprises. If Japanese enterprises 

essentially improve their corporate governance (setting of an optimum capital structure, reform of 

consciousness about capital cost, etc.), this will result in allowing long-term investors to make 

investments without anxiety. 

・According to the results of questionnaires on ESG, targeted at domestic investors, to the question 

“What is corporate value,” 47% of investors selected “Theoretical DCF (valuation) value” while 

54% answered that investors should make investment decisions also considering some degree of 

ESG. 

・To the questions on the integration report, 54% of investors said it should be left up to independent 

decisions of enterprises. 

 

<Questions and Answers> 

・What is the definition of “Good or Bad” for the corporate governance described in page 35? 

Analysts generally know how to calculate capital costs, but I suspect that this concept is so 

common among many others. Aren’t there any ways to explain the concept of capital costs more 

easily and make it to be used widely? (Mr. Kainuma) 

⇒The definitions of corporate governance depend on Gompers scores (e.g. Whether the structure of 

the board of directors and the board of corporate auditors are working?) 

 If the equity spread is disclosed in the Summary of Financial Results (Kessan Tanshin), many 

enterprises will be expected to incur minus spreads. Therefore, enterprises would recognize 

capital costs as a pain. In addition, the education of finance literacy, and productive engagements 

by investors could also enhance cost consciousness of enterprises. (Mr. Yagagi) 

・I am in favor of compulsory disclosure of capital costs. As seen in the example that individual 

financial statements have no longer been presented immediately after voluntary disclosure was 

allowed, if voluntary disclosure is allowed too much, checks by IR department of materials are 

omitted and such materials are deleted, though those materials are necessary to analyze as an 

investor. (Mr. Kainuma) 

・(1) Regarding the basic concept of shareholders’ equity costs, the βvalue significantly varies 

according to the past period that is adopted and other factors, and shareholders’ equity costs are 

also significantly affected by past changes in share prices. Can the shareholders’ equity costs 

calculated by using theβvalue be adopted? 

(2) On the assumption of compulsory disclosure of indices of good-standing enterprises, what 

scale and type of industry should be targeted? (Ms. Sato) 

⇒Regarding shareholders’ equity costs, how about having a rough standard? For example, the risk 

premium of 8% is set. How about considering the average capital costs on an all Japan basis? 

Market assessment models of new industrial sectors may change significantly, so a conservative 

rough standard is allowed to be adopted. Basically, we can make an explanation if the average 
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ROE is 8% or greater. I think for example the initial target of compulsory disclosure is top 100 to 

200 enterprises that are developing globally. (Mr. Yanagi) 

・Compulsory disclosure is likely to cause a significant confusion to enterprises. For example, any 

disclosure of fixed shareholders’ equity cost of 8% will result in the PBR exceeding 1 when the 

market is optimistic and the market implied cost of equity becomes 6% (below the “fixed equity 

cost of 8%” by 2%) even if the equity spread does not show a significantly positive figure. That is, 

ROE is no longer necessary to exceed 8% of the shareholders’ equity cost standard. If the 

shareholders’ equity cost is fixed and disclosed compulsorily for convenience, there is a risk that 

leads to ambiguous accountability even if the equity spread becomes negative (as that given from 

others), or enterprises deem ROE as “a misleading measure” or it may have enterprises consider 

“meaningless to use ROE .”  

In an extra addition, it is desirable that the term “Jikoshihon-riekiritsu (return on equity capital),” 

translation of ROE into Japanese is, in nature, “Kabunushishihon-riekiritsu (return on 

shareholders’ equity)” because the former brings an image that enterprises consider the capital 

belongs to the enterprise. 

Furthermore, your explanations appear to treat the equity spread and the value of cash in a 

different theme, but both the equity spread and the value of cash could be explained in a 

consistent way. To have enterprises understand the value of cash in light of capital costs, we have 

enterprises determine how much cash is necessary on hand for accounts receivable or accounts 

payable, and investors need to carefully explain enterprises that any remaining cash constitutes a 

problem as a negative factor of the equity spread. (Mr. Sampei) 

⇒ Of course, the definition of “capital costs” is allowed to be flexible. Capital costs are only have to 

be explained to each enterprise and discussed with investors. In the existing BS, the 

“shareholders’ equity, “equity capital” and “net assets” had the same meaning but each of three 

terms was defined differently pursuant to the Companies Acts as amended in May 2006. Because 

of this, currently the term “return on equity capital” has come to be used as accurate name of ROE 

for accounting systems in accordance with agreements with the Financial Services Agency and 

TSE. In the same purpose however, the use of the term “shareholders’ equity” has more 

enlightenment impacts. Thus, in my books and thesis, I show the definition set forth in the 

Companies Act in a footnote and use “return on shareholders’ equity.” (Mr. Yanagi) 

・Regarding a proposal for a method for compulsory disclosure, how about implementing the 

disclosure in two steps? It is important to have enterprises disclose their capital costs on any page 

of the Summary of Financial Results and recognize them in a time span of around two to three 

years and as a next step, have enterprises make disclosure their equity spreads on the front page 

or other pages. In such case, it is better to show the upper limit of the capital cost (e.g. 12%) and 

the lower limit (e.g. 5%). According to the beta of other enterprises in the same industry, the equity 

spread was about 0.3% to 1.1%. (Ms. Ichikawa)   

 

2. Progress report on the Task Forces and Special Project 
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<Report> Progress of the Task Force on Corporate Awareness of Corporate Governance (Mr. Eguchi) 

・Material 4-(1) shows the results of interviews with seven enterprises using questionnaires 

(Material 4-(2)). The public announcement of the results of hearings has been approved by all 

seven enterprises. 

・The progress report will contain the summary of Materials 4-(1) and (2), the introduction prepared 

by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, and impressions of the members of the Task 

Force on Corporate Awareness of Corporate Governance at the last of the report. We consider 

only containing positive comments likely to motivate other enterprises. 

・It is important to relay and uplift this activity as a social movement. Black Rock Japan has 

conducted dialogues with more than 20 enterprises using questionnaires. We would like to 

disseminate the activity whereby dialogues are developed with enterprises using questionnaires, to 

other investment management companies. Actually the members of other task forces have begun 

such activity.  

・In addition, we have received an offer from enterprises where the management really wishes to 

hold a meeting. 

・We would like enterprises to independently consider the structure of corporate governance and 

we wish to assume a role like “midwife” so that investors may support those efforts. 

・In the interviews with the management, the answers to the question “What is a requisite role of 

the board of directors in the corporate management?” have been weakest, so we would like  

enterprises to think about such issues without fail. 

 

<Report> Progress report of the Task Force on Corporate Value and IR (Mr. Kagaya and Mr. 

Fukumoto) 

・The summary of the study in the Task Force on Corporate Value and IR are under preparation 

after further deepening the analysis. 

・In addition, on the basis of the results of the analysis, we would like to hold interviews with 

investors. For example, in the questionnaires on the actual situation of corporate value and IR, 

many companies answered that investors have little interest in ESG information, while the survey 

presented by Mr Yanagi today showed opposite results.  

・Preliminary feedbacks of the study were sent to the respondent this March.  

 

<Report> Explanations on the Lab special project, “Competitiveness and Incentive Structures for 

Sustainable Growth - Building Favorable Relationships between Companies and Investors-” 

centering on Hitotsubashi University Professor Ito (Mr. Kagaya and Mr. Fukumoto) 

・In many Japanese enterprises, the awareness of managers has begun to increase, so it is 

important to send the right messages to the world that Japanese enterprises are changing. 

・When Mr. Will Hutton, the Principal of Hertford College, University of Oxford visited Japan this 

February, he said that Japan is the most innovative country. We expect that the new project will 

address key issues for improving ability of enterprises for gaining sustainable earnings by 
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exploiting its innovative elements. 

・In the Kay Review of the UK, discussions on short-termism of capital market and incentive 

structure of players in the investment chain have been developed, including effects of short-term 

disclosure requirement, , so the new project will develop discussions similar to what was discussed 

in the Kay Review taking into account Japanese context.  

 

<Discussion> 

・Have the results of hearings held with enterprises regarding corporate governance been stored in 

some sort of database? If the results can be presented as a model, it may serve as a reference for 

future academic research and enterprise improvement. (Mr. Kagaya) 

⇒ We have important points as a record. (Mr. Eguchi) 

・ As qualification for participation in a special project, cooperation and participation of the 

management is a must. (Mr. Kainuma) 

⇒ We have heard from Professor Ito that he wishes for various people to be involved in this project 

because this issue requires broad discussions. There could be various methods for involvement. 

In the process of the project, the scope of cooperation that can be provided could come in sight. 

Regarding the management and other persons who have difficulty making a commitment in terms 

of time, we are considering, for example, holding interviews or their participation in an event. (Mr. 

Fukumoto)  

・As for sending information overseas, I will attend a Japan - U.K. bilateral conference held next 

week. A session on corporate governance is scheduled to be held there for the first time, but we 

have heard that overseas people concerned branded Japan’s corporate governance as totally 

worthless. At the stage where the Japanese version Kay Review has been finalized, it is important 

to send the Japanese version by posting it on overseas public relations media, such as FT or WSJ, 

etc. (Mr. Shibusawa) 

・What is the role and expectation of investment management companies for the special project (Mr. 

Eguchi) 

⇒ We should consider specific points of discussions, such as “Which is better, the same or a 

different method for governance, or a heteronomy system?”, or “Why can’t Japanese enterprises 

take the risk of a new investment?” and examine a driving force for enterprises and investors to 

develop appropriate communications. Thus, we would like to ask investors about their opinions. 

(Mr. Kagaya) 

 

3. Summation and new proposals for the Corporate Reporting Lab 

<Report> Results of questionnaires targeted at the members of the Corporate Reporting Lab and 

report on Progress Report (Ms. Hayashi) 

・I would like to show two materials for the summary of past discussions at the Corporate 

Reporting Lab and discussions on how to proceed with the Lab in the future. Material 5 

summarizes straightforwardly the opinions in questionnaire survey conducted by the Secretariat, 
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targeted at the members of the Lab. Please discuss how we should proceed with those proposals 

this year. 

・The second material is a Progress Report that summarizes the activities and achievements of the 

Lab from July 2012 to March 2013. This material is being prepared by the Secretariat so your 

opinions are still acceptable even at a later date. Please notify us of your opinions if any. 

・As the holding of Planning Committee meetings have been increasing and it becomes difficult to 

find specific materials, we wish to specify materials and post them on the website of the Ministry 

of Economy, Trade and Industry (including a press release) at the stage after achievements and 

the Progress Report have been set. 

 

<Discussion> 

・To make our intentions known overseas, the Progress Report should be translated into English. 

(Mr. Sampei) 

⇒ As you mentioned, the Progress Report is scheduled to be released in English, as well. (Ms. 

Hayashi) 

・Material 5 contains various opinions. It is necessary to prioritize such opinions in order to take a 

specific action in the future. (Mr. Kagaya) 

・Release of the report in English is important. How about studying the method to gain attention of 

securities markets, investors, and community using the mass media? With an eye on the July 

election, if we attempt to gain attention in the first half of the year when share prices are rising 

due to the effect of Abenomics, there is not much time. (Mr. Kainuma) 

・As one of things to be done in the Phase III shown in Material 5-1, we consider visiting investors 

in the same business (asset managers) with the progress report that has been completed. Taking 

some time thereafter, we have asset managers provide sure feedbacks and wish to capture other 

perspectives and broaden our activities. It is rare for asset managers to visit competitor asset 

managers, but such visit can be done if the final purpose is shared. Now, we have no venue for 

exchanging opinions between asset managers, but expect that this activity creates a basic 

environment. (Mr. Sampei)  

・Will dialogues with investors be conducted through the open exchange of opinion or an individual 

visit? (Ms. Fujimori) 

・We have difficulty hearing opinion publicly so it could be expedient to obtain an approval on a 

private basis and conduct dialogues. How about preparing and release a feedback version of the 

report after visiting asset managers? (Mr. Sampei) 

・From the viewpoint of the PR of the Lab, I wish to also publicize the fact that we had those 

discussions between domestic investors. For example, how about holding open workshops? It is 

preferable to hold the workshops in July before the election. How about promoting our views to 

the general public as one of Japan’s representative views on discussions already referred to, 

including discussions at the Lab, responses to the Kay Review, and several arguments on 

independence of governance? (Ms. Fujimori) 
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・I wish to gain public attention for “Investment Japan” through the Nikkei, FT, and WSJ. How is 

this issue treated by the authorities? Can’t the Japanese government submit a report in 

collaboration with the TSE or the Financial Services Agency? Can’t we approach the Japan 

Business Federation or the Japan Association of Corporate Executives? As we have contents, I 

would like to disseminate the contents to the world more. (Mr. Yanagi) 

・Can’t the issue be treated on an all Japan basis with involvement of other government agencies? 

The Ministry of the Environment is also promoting the environmental financial activity principle. I 

wish to study how to use discussions at the Lab for the revitalization of the Japanese economy. 

(Mr. Yasui) 

・The Japan Association of Corporate Executives may have sympathy in this field. As I participate 

as vice chairman of the Committee on Economy and Finance, I would like to study this issue as a 

theme. (Mr. Shibusawa)  

・It is important to interpret an issue in a broad context. For example, if the improvement of ROE of 

Japanese enterprise is cited in the context of the regulatory reform, this leads to discussions on 

“selection and concentration” of loss-making divisions in the process and may enhance corporate 

value. Moving with the policy becomes a great driving force. (Mr. Sampei) 

・Enhancement of ROE and a method to improve ESG reporting may not pull out of the imitation of 

those of Europe and the U.S. To enhance ROE, if the enterprise purchases its treasury stocks 

and retires such stock against shareholders, the enterprise moves toward a balanced contraction. 

When ESG and enterprises’ social contribution are said to be crucial, I consider that for example 

enterprises create a foundation and using the foundation, a system that circulates money in the 

society can be established. I would like to study a method for enterprises to contribute to the 

system in the capital market that circulates funds. (Mr. Masumoto) 

⇒ (Regarding comments of all committee members) The excellent point of this Lab is that each 

member promotes this project by presenting his/her knowledge and network, rather than each 

member’s requesting Secretariat do something. METI, as Secretariat, provides support as much 

as possible, but it is important for us to share general direction of individual projects and be able to 

visualize possible steps to achieve their objectives to some degree. In the Lab, we can both 

discuss a broad direction as well as take specific actions using members’ wisdom and support. 

Thus, I would be happy to hear any proposals and opinions addressing activities that METI, as 

government, can and should do. In addition to METI, as a method for involvement of institutional 

entities, relevant organizations, such as Financial Services Agency, Japan Exchange Group, Inc., 

and Japan Investor Relations Association, have participated as members of the Lab. As for 

international dialogue, I am scheduled to make a business trip to Europe next week and explain 

discussions and outcomes in the Lab. (Mr. Fukumoto) 

 

4. Other 

<Report> Report on IIRC and Recent Topics concerning Europe (Mr. Fukumoto) 
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・The Consultation Draft of the integration report has been made public by IIRC and opinions are 

being collected with a closing date of July 15. IIRC has much interest in the Lab and a meeting 

with METI will be held at the beginning of June. We would like the members of the Corporate 

Reporting Lab to attend the meeting if it is convenient. I wish to ask about whether to express 

opinions in the CD as the Lab. 

・At the EU, the disclosure of non-financial information and the review of corporate governance are 

being made at the same time. I am considering talking about corporate governance during the 

next week’s exchange of opinions with the European Commission. The “green paper relating to 

long-term investments and savings” made public by the European Commission, which is 

contained in Reference Material 2, is related to the issues discussed in the Lab, so it is important 

to pay close attention to the development of these initiatives.  

 

<Discussion> 

・To what extent has the investor community in the world participated in IIRC activities? (Mr. Toya) 

⇒The investor community, such as PRI, has participated in the activities. IIRC is continuing 

aggressively calling for investors to participate in the activities. On the other hand, parties 

involved in reporting and accounting, for example IASB and the European Commission, etc., who 

are not investors, consider the framework as the starting point of further discussions. (Mr. 

Fukumoto) 

・”The 17th Company White Paper” released by the Japan Association of Corporate Executives 

this April deeply refers to the integration report of IIRC. (Mr. Yasui) 

・Michael Porter, who advocated CSV, is critical of CSR and ESG and stresses that it is important 

to convert social value into economic value. This view is accepted by investors in NY. (Mr. Yanagi) 

・The effect of Abenomics raised stock prices, but the issues that existed at the time the Lab 

launched last year still remain. It is important to continue discussing those issues at the Lab and 

demonstrate to overseas the fact that substantial improvement has been made. (Mr. Matsuzaki) 

・As I will attend the round table meeting and seminar held by IIRC on June 7, I would like to talk 

about the achievements of the Lab there. I will sound whether this issue can be covered by mass 

media, such as “Institutional Investor” magazine (a global financial journal). (Ms. Fujimori) 

 


